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FOREWORD

Indiana educators have al'wys responded to the deMands placed.

upon'them 4 society to resolve natural and human resource

issues and problems. The task of teaching epergy concepts

and conservation practices to Indiana's youth a response

to energy problems facing our state and natidlY. It will be

accompli9ed by many high school teachers' and students getting

involved in energy education.

We feel that students of all ages must be taught an energy

conservation ethic. This ethic will enable etch student to

/
..e/iuse Indiana's and America's energy resources more efficiently

and with lest waste. To help high school teachers accomplish

this major goal, we are pleased to introduce a new Senior High

.6

School Energy Education Curriculum. This exciting and innovative
gle

program-contains energy .education activities, prOgramt and resources

for you and your students.

We encourage you and your students to get involved in the lessons

contained in our materials. We hope. you wili.use,th?se materials

as a,starting 1!.oint and go far beyond by involving othe'r class-

room' teachers, students, resource agencies and citizens in your

communi4. A broad educational effort is needed to help pre are-/

students to deal with a growing problem which affects us all.

Harold H. Negley
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction

John M. Mutz
Lieutenant Governor
State of Indiana
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INTRODUCTION
(Rationale}

ENERGY - WHAT IT S Paste Present, Futute

Energy education' £s the'attempt to resolve the conflict between
our present life style-and the energy costs in 'both dollars and
resources to produce and maintain that life style.

(Energy education is reality education in that it deals with what
exists here and now.

But, energy education is so a.study of futuristics. The future
that all of us' must be wil ing to live in and accept is the one'
that we are creating right ow by our daily decisions. Wemust
examine the beliefs that "growth is good" and "bigger is better'
and determine the impact these beliefs will have on our future.

Energy ed ators interested in the challenge to teach students
about lo 1, state, national and global energy resources, pro-
blems vid issues shouid.consider the the following quetions: 4

1. Can you help prepare your students to make wise, add care-
ful recisions about our remaining pon-renewable energy
resources?

2. Can you help prepare them to investigate and make wise
decisions about research and development efforts for alter-
nate and renewable resources, recycling progfams, more ef-
ficient transportation systems, better personal consumption
habits, and a personal cormitment to efficient energy usage?

3. Can'you explain tb yotir classes where energy comes from,
what the basic sources of energy are,how long our non -re- ,

newable energy resources will last, and'the energy options
among which our nation's people must chooseAf we are to
survive?

The three questions above suggest that ,energy education is a
challenge which encompasses,,allofacets of living. Energy edu-
cation is an opportunity for students to have impact on a long -

dc lived problem, an opportunity to apply traditional content and
skills to an important problem situation, and an opportunity
for students to participate in personal, and sc-Aal.decisions. .

.WHY STUDY ENERGY?

"One of the best ways to deal with a crisis is to consider it as
an opportunity. From this,point of view, the energy crisis pro-
vides almost endless possibl'ities for children to learn about
thethselves. Energy after all is what makes all things go. We
need 'to realize that the energ crisis isn't just.the newest fad.

1
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By 'Studying the energy crisis, students c n see, where hum'anfty
has been, where it is now, and where it might be going. The

energy crisis is another chapter in the story of mankind's con-.
tinui.ng ffot to reshape the world and the inevitable cost of

doing that."' tts

To ensure proper utilizationof energy, sources, our socitty
most be.educated alRout Ilternate, life styles,, energy resources,
technology, Consumer behavior and occupations.

The Indiana State Department of Public InstruCton, in coopera-

tion with,,the Indiana Energy Settion, has organized the Energy
Education Airriculum_Project (gECP) to meet- the challenge of
educating young people (our future adults) about energy, the

energy crisis and the role they can play to'help conserve
America's economy and resources.

sOne way the Energy Education Curriculum Project staff has dealt

with the task of disseminating energy information and education
is through the Indiana Energy Curriculum Units. The units have

been organized to help provide educators in many areas with les-

sons, 'charts, materials an4 "hands-on" acti4ities do be used in

the classroom. 4

4

4 ?QuoteQuote taken from: The Science Teacher -- September 1978.
Article: "Teaching the Energy LessOn"
AuthOr: David J, Kuhn r, 9

A
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The Curriculum - BagrOund Information

$

°. The nergy Education Units contained in the Senior 'High School
mate ials were adopted from existing .energy education materials.

A team of teachers from Indiana reviewed and evaluated energy':
documents from across the nation, and only those activities or
lessons which proved to.bg effective in educating' students were

chosen for Indiana's, program.
. A

The units axe designed to be used as the individual teacher

:wishes. The energy units could be used as an entire curriculum

or as a resource document, supplement or laboratory manual of
"h-ands -on" activities which can be infUsed.intio already existing

curricula;

The Indiana Energy Education materials Ecr grades 9=1; consists

of a Teacher Guide, nine units containing' a .wide variety of

energy lessons, resources,..lyarning aidS and'a bibliogiaphy.

Unit Objective
1

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to de-

fine

.'

the common units for measuring hat energy (lorie, -BTU)
and convert measurements froM one set, of units to another, given

the conversion formulas. Also, the,student-411 be able to
calCulate the -heat transferred to water by different heat sources,
given its mass and change in temperature,

r

. Unit VII Background Information/

All forms of energy can be converted to heat. Some sources of

.energy are used to 'produce heat energy for heating our homes
and offices. In this unit students seek to determine the most

e- conomical source of.heat for homes and offices in order to
introduce them to the measurement of heat energy and its

,,r. 'standard units: the Calorie and the BTU.

It would be interesting,to note, the cost of heating homes in

'the past, present and future! How has the energy'crisis had
an affect on home heating costs and what is the outlook for

the future in our everyday living?

"Unit VII Lessons can b infused easily into many disciplines,
specificlly;General Science, Chemistry, Physics,and Math.

The lessons consist of "hands-on" activities,'and7&-xperiments
ror_stUdents.to do. In addition to experiments in 'energy

convertion there are also'ldtsons designed for the student

to construct various simple machines or-devices to demonstrate
the energy conversion concept.

1
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EECP
Unit VII

LESSON TITLE: "Cal,ories.4or Heating Our Homes,

° The Cost of Heating"

LESSON OBJECTIVE

S4Idents'will become familiar with the comm9n' units for measur-

ing heat energy (calorie', BTU) and be able to, calculate the
heat transferred and, the cost per unit of heat energy that

could be produced byan energy,sburce.

t

> BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Key ,Ideas
*,

/
...... ,

1. Many forms of 'energy can be converted to heat energy in

order to heat domes and offices. C
,2. The observed temperature change of a substance is directly

proportiopal to the amount of heat energy transferred td

the subsiance; and indiiectly proportional to its mass.

3. Standard units of heat energy, .such as Calorie or BTU, can

be defined in terms of the energy required to change the

.

temperature of a specified mass, (1 kilogram or 1' pound) of -)

a standard substarice (water) by a .specifi.ed number. of ,

degrees (1° Celsius'or 1° Fahrenheit).

i 4% The relative costs of heat energy from different'sources
can be- determined by converting the known price per unit

of measure to Trice per unit.of heat energy (i.e., price

(..)

per,Calgtie or BTU) .
..n, ' .

R

Teaching Suggestions
Pre - .lesson iPreparation

.
. .4 .

This lesson can best be employed in the context of other studies

of heat aid energy. In particular, students should have aquired

some simple understanding Of the concepts of:
.

. 1. Energy-how do we know it is being used? (We observe energy

in use as 'dither ltight,* motion, or warmth.)
-....

2. *Energy sources-whrat materials or processeslare Capable of

producing light,*smotIon, and warmth?',(Fuels, electiitity,

...... .sun, etc.) .
. -

3. Temperature and how it 'is measured.

. 4. 'Heit-a ed.rm of energy which is transferred from a hot sub-

snnce to a cooler substance in its vicinity.
It

4,"
*IncludeS, radiant energy.

'n

a

5
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...ACTIVITIES .
.

..,*. .

Students are asked, in K.espon'setto an 'introductory story, to '''''

mostdetgrmine the most conoMical source of heat energy: They are
led to enumerate possible sources, both'past and preatt, and. .

,

to investigate their p xice per u it ofmeasure (volume, weight,
or electric energy). 1 ia, , ,

,

*----/--- 1. Begin lesson' by po'Sing a problem situation in'. which one
.

. , needs to compare and determine ,0e, Most economical source
of heat energy!I et . 4 .

For example, relate the following story to students:

ti

74,

. "In a-conversation one evening with several of my friends, We
began discussing some of the newspaper and magazine stories
telated to the energy crisis. Each of us was particularly
concerned about the risiag costs of fuel's and electricity.

-(Do you_ know what I mean 1y-fuels? Can.you name some?" An-

.swer: fuel's are substinces,.such as coalloil, natural gas,
alcohol,wwood,--etc:, which release their stored energy upon
uqping.)

6-4

'"One friend, Mr.,Smith, said that his home (aparttent) was
hatO by the burning of heatipg'oil, and hiS bills were
increasing-each month becabse of the rising _cost of-oil.
Another friend, Mstl.lones,. said that her place was being`
heated by the burning of natural.gas, and.herbills werd

41.4 rising because of the increased eas prices. The home*o
Ms. Green was recently built and was all electric. Each

room in the'hous was heated by baseboard heaters. Her
heating bills we also rising. V, `' -et

4r

-"The conversation was like.a conversation between fishermen::
'each friend claimed his heating bill was larger, in much the
same way each fisherman relates that the fish,dhe caught was
larger. Each friend, however,was interested in the heat
sources which would be-the mast economical- the one which
would provide the greatest amount of hoax for the least money.

ti

"I suggested that, since we were studying heat and energy here
in class, we m.,i.ght be able to help them determine. whether -

electricity, oil, natural gas, or some other fuel would be
the most economical." ,

i

2.. Brainsto'rming with students to obtal,n a list of current
and previous sources. of home heating.

..
"Be4ore 'we try to determine the cost oT these fuels, let's

.o.t...-

construct a list, of fuels' that: are now be'ng used for
N tt

t3heatin homestand offices;.n our commu .

/e I

6
')

S
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( Have studehtv brainstorm and list on the boapd'as.many

fueRs as they can think of. The list, might include:

Heatipg.Oil --

NaturaGas -

. Electricity Mot a'Nel)
.Goal, Hardwood' ' -

.
. .

Others, such gasoline and alcohol .
.41 ,

The first thr6 °en y sources in this list were mentioned.
. .

in the story. Coal and wood are.uted in only a small per--

,centAge af.buildings at present, but were once used exten-

sively. If these fuels are not mentioned, these might be

introduced into the discussion by displayingvFiguretl.

/ ..

3. .# Discus w th students, using Figure 1, the history of fuel

usage during tbe past 100 years.'

AsVstudenti:

"from this graph, which fuel is most used used nowadays as

our source of energy? Which laas Ivst.used25 years. ago?*

50 years ago? 75 years ago? 100 years ago?

A'an optio one might discuss at this point the possible

-reasons for the change in fuel 'esage,in the last 100 years.

(See NSTA Energy-Envirpment Source Book, Vglume II, Chap --

. ter 4.) (Note: the figure displays co' urittion of fuel

for all uses , notsjust home heating.)
f

Suggest to stlidents that it might be worthwhile to include

coal, hardwood, and other petroleum derivatives such
gasoline on the list.

'Through discussion of how fuelS' And electricity are pro-
duced,.direct student attention toward specifying their

cost as their price per unit of meafure.

Ask students to construc,A/fheir own table of heat sources

from the list on the board. Instruct them to ,reave room

for six other columns for later work. "We noy.have our

S'liopping list of heat sources. Let's find out how much

each costs."

Make the observation, or develop the idea through
cussion, that the cost of an item in a market is alwa,ys

#given as so much money for a given quantity of ,thelitiin

,,being sold. For example: strawberries may bre sold for

,$1 a quart, stringbeans for 39 cents a pound, milk for

$1.20 a gallon. Quart, pound, and gallon are /knits of

measure.

7
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Request that students, therefdre, add as columns 2 And 3

.to their table the headings "Units of*Measure" and "Price
Per Unit" respectively. Students may know some of the
units and prices;' these should be solicited and recorded.

4 5. End lesson by assigning students thebask of ,determining
"pritre per unit,of measure" for all heat sources in table.

Divide -class into several groups, one group for each°
heating source listed. Ask each group to determine the
unit,of measure and the price-per unit" for those sources
here. This information is lacking. Explore with students
the possible sources of this information: Their families'
heating and utility bills or local gas, oil, and electric

companies.'

1

FIGURE 1
"Tfie Changing Fuel Myr
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LESSON TITLE:, '1.6'0,We know the Heat'ProOuced:Per
° :Unit of Measure?"

t

LESSON OBJECTIVE:

-
.

.

, ./.
.

The'student will be able co _compare the relative cost oE dif-

ferent energy soutc.s.usiag-theire costs per unit f heat energy
Ind identity the most economical one.

. 1
BACKb

EECP
Unit VII.
Lesson B

In order to determine the mcst'economigal heat source, students

are led to realize the need for knowing the heat pioduced per

unit of.volume'.or weight measur2'for'each'fuel (and heat per

kilowatt-hour_for electricity). Demonstrations are performed "
to suggest experimental means for measuring these quantities.

ACTIVITIES
-

Set up four tripods (or ring stands and rings) with, wire'gauze-,

-pads. PlaCe an uninsulated 500 millilteT'pyrex beaker filled
two-thirds with water on each tripod and pad. Prepare materials

. necessary to heati,e'ach beaker by a different method: a Bunsen

burlier for one, aq,electric'immersion heater for another, an

alcohol lamp-for"'-another. (At minimum, set up 4two tripods with

the first two\heat sources.)

1. .Complete Chetable of heat sources and their price per

unit of measure found at the end of the lesson.-

Record in the table the Units of measure and the average
price per 'unit for each of the heat sources as they were
obtained by your students. T information on costs may

'differ to some extent for a va iety of reasons: for ex-

ample, the price per unit of e'ectricity, may differ de-

pending oh-the amount used in each home. Approximate

k averages are satisfactory, however.

(For demonstration purposes we will use here the prices
prevailing ia the Washington, D.C, area in mid-1974.)

0%
2. Develop the need for a,tommon unitipT measure (pripe pe

heat produced) by attempting to'determine the most eco-
nomical heat source'from table entries.

/ Ask students:

"Which sorirce1.of heat is the most economical to use? Which

the lowest cost per unit of measure? Is it more costly

to he t a'home with heating oil/ or natur I gas, for example?"

19
4.6
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.

In all probability, Students will point out that one can-
not compare the cost per 100-cubic feet for'natural gas
with that .-for gallons of heating oil. If this is not
suggested it may be useful to add the following:

"If*this question° is not cleat, let's try a slightly
-different question. When you're at the supermarket,
can you determine which food can give you the most
nuktriCion for the least meoney? For example, can you
tell me which gives yop.&re nutrition: a,gallon of

. milk or a pound of cheese? Why not? Art the units the''
same?.. (No.) Then what is .the problem in determining
the most economical ,source of heating?" ,(The cost of.
the sources are tot the same unit of measure.)

3. Have students determine the quantities tl-&:t they need
to know in orderto change each price per unit of measure
to the pride per unit'of heat energy.

de

10

Ask:

"When we buy these .sourCits, what are we in?"

Their weight? (No.) Their volume? (No.) How about the
amount.of heat they produce?" (Yes.)

"Why do we quote their price per weight or price per
volume? What are we really interested in?." (The price
per unit of heat they produce.)

,, .
- t

.

(1) (2) (3) 4 (4) '(5): (6) (7)

Heat

Source

Unit of
Measure

Price Per

Unit , io
,

Heating Oil
Natural Gas

.
Gallon
100 Cubic

S 0.36

Feet 0.22

Electricity Kilowatt-
HWY () 0.05

Coal Ton 51-65

Hardwood Cord () 40 00 -

Gasoline Gallon 0.56

. ,

() These units may need to be explained to students-
a kilAtertour is the unit of electric energy It is calculated from theWattage of the appliance or device and the time it

is used; A 100 watt bulb used or 1 hour uses 100 watthours or 0 1 kilowatt- hours, if used for 10 hours, it uses 100 X

10 = 1,000 waits-hours, or 1 kilowatt-hour <,

a cord of wood is a pile of logs 8 feet long, 4 feet high, and 4 feet wide.
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(The above discussion would not be needed if in the
previous discussion some students already indicated the

energy sources as they are given in the table. What you

want to buy is not coal, wood, or oil itself but the

energy it stores.)
Ask students:

0

"How can we determine the price of heat produced by each .

source? .If we know, for example, the price per gallon or

per kilowatt Jour, what do we need to know to determine
the price of heat produced?" (We need to knowthe heat
produced per gallon or kilowatr-hour.)

Demonstrate that if you know the price per gallon, you

can determine the price of heat produced by knowing the

heat'produced per gallon:

iW

price per gallon price of
di-iiided by ? 1` beat produced

($ per gallon) = ($ of heat produced)
44 ? 0

40

Thus ($ per gelldn)
1 .. ($ of heat produced) f'(?)

or ? = (heat produced)
; (gallon) = heat produced.

. per gallon

Have students fill in column 4, Quantity We Nee'd to Know, of their

tables.

4. perform demonstration'of heating water by various energy
sources in order to suggest methods for measuring heat
produced per unit of measure.

Pose the questions:

"How can we determine or measure the amount of heat produced

by a gallon of oil, or 100 cubic feet of natural gas? Do

you have any _ideas? Let me show you some experiment§ whith

might suggest a method."

Light the Bunsen burner, the wood splints, the alcohol lamp,

and turn on the immersion heater. Explain each set-up.
Place-athermometer in each beaker. t

I-



. "What is occurring in each case? (Water is being hejatA)
'how do' you know it is being heated?" (The temperature of
the water is increased.)

Ask students if the can then suggest a way to measure
heat by measuring so ething that is always-associated
with our .concept of heating (an increase in temperature
of the water when hear,11.) The change in temper-
ature Of a substance ca then be used as an 12ndication
that heat is being transferred to ,the substance.

5. End lesson,by assigninu students the task of devising
experiments to measureirthe amount of heat produced by
each fuel.

Summarize discussion':

"We have determined that in order to compare the cost 'of
the different heat sources, we need to know the heat pro
duced per unit of volume orweight (or electric energy)
measure. We have also seen how the heat produced is
related to the temperature change of heated material.
,Does this suggest a way to 'determine the heat produced
per unit of volume or weight?"

Assign students the task of devising, on the basis of II

this infdrmation, experiments to measure the quantities
in column four of their tables. Have them write down
the materials they would need, the procedure they would,
follow, and the means they wouldtse to calculate the
heat transferred. Ask theth to note any additional in-
fdrmation they still need.

If students have no previous knowledge of heat units, it
is likely that they will not be able to caldulate the heat
produced from the temperature change measurement that they
will probably suggest as part ofr their experiment. In
addition, they may not specify the quantity of water or
other substance'employed in their experiments. These may
serve as points fOr discussion in the next lesson.

(1)
Heat

Source

(2)
Unit of
Measure

. -

(3)
Price Per

Unit

(4)

Quantity We
Need to Know

(5) (6) (7)

01. Heating Oil Gallon S 0 36 (Heat per Gallon) 4.

'.- Natural Gas (.,...._ 100 Cubic (Heat per 100
Feet 0.22 Cubic Feet) a

Electricity Kilowatt- (Heat per Kilowatt-
#

Hour ' 0.05 Hour) ,

Coal t Ton 51.65 (Heat per Ton)

Hardwood Cord 40.00 (Heat per Cord)

Gasoline Gallon 0.56 (Heat per Gallon)
.

0/
I
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EEC')

Unit VII
Lesson C

LESSON TITLE: "Measuring Heat Transfer: The Calorie"

- LESSON OBJECTIVE

Students will be able to determine' that the change in tempera-

ture depends also on the mass of-thelsubstance being heated by

conducting a series of experiments.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Experiments are perfo,ryed to demonstrate that one can not equate

the heat transferred to a substance to its change in temperature.
The change in temperature depends also on the mass of the b-

stance being ,heated: From thi_v result the definition of the

Calorie'is developed.

Advance preparation:

Set up apparatus (see materials li.stat end of lessop's) to heat

a beaker of water with a Bunsen burner. Ekperiment may be per-

formed as a demonstration or as a student experiment (in which

case materials, are needed for each student' or group of students).

1. Review student suggestions for measuring the amount of heat
produced per unit of volume or weight df the heat energy

,-, sources.

Ask students to descirbe how they would determine how much
heat would.be produced by burning the wood splints, alcohol,
natural gas, etc. What equipment would they use? Would

they use water as the substance to be heated? Would they

measure its temperature change? How much fuel would they
burri or use? Suppose they measured a temperature change,

then what? Is the amount of heat transf rred equal to

. the temperature change?
--"

2. Peq?rm, or have students perform, an ex eriment to de-

termine ifthe temperature change of th heated water: can

be equated with the heat transferred.

"Let's perform an experiment to determi e if we can say
that the amount of heat traroferred gro , for example;
the burning gas or a Bunsen burner to t e water in a .

beaker can be set equal to the temperat e change of the

water.",

Have students construct a datatable similar to Table'2 in

this lesson. Explain that since it is difficult to measure
volume of gas burned by, a.Bunsen burner, you will measure



instead the time of heating for each trial. If the rate
(volume per second) of the gas flow- is-not changed, then
the heating time will be directly pr,oportional to the

. volume of gas -burned.
4

Heat successively three 500 milliliter uninsulated
beakers of water which are about two-thirds full for a
short period of time after recording' the masses of the /
beaker, and the beaker plus water. -Use a slightly dif-
ferent amount of water each time.

Measure the initial temperatufe and final temperature for

each trial. The gas-flow setting should not be varied.
Sample data are found in table 2.
In_these trials a thermometer was left in the water and
used to stir the water while it was being heated. The
beaker was removed from the heat source at the end of
four minutes in each trial; the final water temperature
was recorded as the highesttemperature reached. To

obtain useful results with this simple apparatus, the
volume of water was not varied by more than 20 percent..
(The heat transferred to the beaker was also neglected.)

ACTIVITIES

A: When the experiment hasbeen completed, ask students
questions which develop the point that for. the same
heating time (and therefore, volume of gas burned) the
temperature change was different. For example:

1. "Was the measured temperature change the same or
different for each trial? (Different.)

2. Was the volume of gas burned the same or different?
(Same, since the time of heating' was the same.)

. *-.w

3. If the same amount of gas was burned, was the same
amount of heat transferred? (Yes.,)

4. Then why is the temperature change different if the
heat transferred is the same?" (The masses of water-

.

were different.)

Help students to conclude that the heat transferred cannot
be set equal to the temperature change because'the temper-
ature change depends on the amount of water being heated:
a large amount of water will have a small change in
temperature, while a smaller amount will have a larger
change in temperature far the same amount of heating.

14
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B. Introduce the MKS (Metric) unit of heat energy, the

Calorie.

"Since we cannot equate the heat transferred to the

temperature withOt considering the amount,of,Water
being heatpd, we need to define a new.unit for heat
.energy which will take this into account. In the metric
(MKS) system of units this is called the Calorie. If

we heat 1 kilogram of water and raise its temperature by
I°C-, then we have transferred 1 CaLorie to the water."

'(You might want to note that the calorie, spelt with a
small c, is the CGS unit'of heat energy. The Calorie

-- equals 1,000 calories. The Calorie is the
unit most commonly applied' to food.)

TABLE 2

Time of Mass (in kilograms) . Temperature (°C)

Source Heating
Beaker Beaker + H2O H2O Initial Final Change

Trial of Heat (minutest

1 Natural 4 ' 0186 0584 03,98 15 54 39

Gas

2 Natural 4 0 186 0 609 ' 0 423 15 52 37

Gas

3 Natural 4 0 186 t 0 670 0 484 15 48 33

Gas

C. .

Have students determine if the heat transferred to the
water in each trial was, in fast, the same.

Ask your,studtts tocalculate tht number of Calories of
heat energy, tranfered to the water in their first trial.
If they appear to be puzzled On how tb proceed, use the
data for trial 1 (in Table 2, or preferably, the data they ,

collected) and work through the first calculation with them.
Help them to see that if it takes 1 Calorie (or 1 calorie)

of heat to 'raise the temperature bf 1 kilogram (or 1 gram)
f water loC that, using the-data ir-IFTable 2, it would take
.398 (pr 398) times as much to raise the temperature of

0:398 kilograms (or 398 grams, by 1°C, and that it would'
take 39 times as much to raise the temperature of 0.398

kilograms (or 398 grams) of water 39°C. This easoning
is summarized'in the expressiton:

Heat transferred = 1 (Calorie /kg / °0C) x mass (kg).x

change in temperature (°C)

Heat transferred = 1 (CalOrle/kg/°C)..i 0.398 kg x 39°C

Heat transferred = 16 Calories or 16,000 calories

15., 0.3

114



Ask:

"Is it possible to check our ea<lier,assumption that the
natural gas burning at a constant rate for the same period
bf time would provide the same amount of heat energy to
different quantities of tRater? Is the heat transferred in
trials 2 and 3 the same as that in trial 1?P (ASk students
to the k if this, is so. Their calculations will probably
indic e that the assumption is valid.)

. . .

D. End lesson by asking students to think about how they could
determine how much heat is produced by 1 kilowatt hourbfl
electric energy as measured in Caloraies. ,

Related Activity 4
Have students esearch the amount of energy stored' in different
foods as, measured by the number of Calories each is said to
contain. .Which foods contain tie heit energy than the amount
transferred to the water? Which less?

*Note.this relationship is exact only for water, which has a
specific heat of 1.0. .A later lesson might be developed to
introduce specific heat by performing the same experiment with
a different liquid: use the'same mass and the same burning time.
The energy transfer will be the same, but the temperature change
will be different because the specific heat will -'not be equal
to 1.0.

°

RESOURCES

Energy - Environmental Mini-Unit-Guide - &product -of the NSTA '

(National Science Teachers Associatioi) Energy - Environmental
- Materials Project, John M. Fowler; Director.

The development of these materials wasp supported by the Office.
.ofsEnvironmental Educatidn under the Environmental Education'.
Act bf 1970 (P.L. 93-278).

Books

Articles

-16
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EECP
Unit VIf
Lesson D

LESSON TITLE:' "Kil watt-hours, Calories and BTUs",

LESSON OBJECTIVE
U

By performing a siiiple experiment, students will determine

the number of Calories that are equivalent to one kilowatt-

hour.' Students will become-familiar with the BTU and compare .4

it to the Calorie and Kilowatt-hou.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Set up apparatus as in Lesson C, butt substitute -immersion

heater(s) for Bunsen burner(s) and 250mthiliter beakers
for the 500 milliliter beakers previously used.

1. Revie*,previous lesson.

Recall with students that although you have together
developed a tinit'of measure of heat energy and have

found that the heat energy transferred by burning the
same quantity of gas was the same, you stillcannot
say how much heat energy there is ina cubic foot of
gas because the volume,of gas burned was not measured.

Tell them that you will ask them to research later
what the number of Calories produced per unit of volume
or weight measure is for the various energy fUels, by

checking with the library references and local utilities.

Hpwever, you would like to determine in class oneof the
quantities that is needed in column four of Table 1.

2. Introduce and perform, or have students perform, an experi-

ment to det mine heat equivalent of kilowatt-hour.

Solicit student suggestions as to how to measure the

heat produced as measured in Calori44 by 1 kilowatt-
hour of electric-energy. Suggest that an_immersion
heater can be employed to 'heat the 'water by electricity.

Call their atten tion to the wattage marked on the stem
of the immersion heatel, '

"Since we know the wattage, can we calculate the heat
equivalent,of 1 kilowatt-hour of electric energy by

using it to heat water just as the burning gas was_us'ed?"

(Yes.)

To do so it will be necessary to record the time of heat-
ing, tbe mass of the water, the initial temperature, and

the final temperature. Ask students to record in their

17' `) F.**



notebooks'a table with the appropriate heading in which

ta for three triali can be recorded. The, data tabld
acceptable to your students should be placed on the

board before the.trials.are rup.

The data in 'able 3 were obtained with a 250 'wati immer-
sion heater and a thermometer= placed in 'a 250 milliliter .

beakerlkontaining approximately 200 milliliters of water
each time. The initial temperature was read with the

low immersion heater in the water-but before it was turned on.

The immqrsion heater was turned off-and removed from the

water at the end of 180' seconds. The 6nal 'temperature
was the highest temperature recorded on the'thermometer

'during the time the immersion heater was on.

ACTIVITIE S

A. Have students calculate the number of Calories produced-by
1 Ailowatt-hour,of electric energy.

Ask students to calculate, using their data, the, number

of Calories produced by Tkilowatt-h6ur df electric energy.

1 The calculations -for'the data in Table 3 follow:

Electric.energy supplied by immersion heater = heat 'energy
gained by water

.0125 kilowatt-hour = 10.4 Calories (mean of three-trials)

.1 kilowatt-hour = 832 Calories (or 832;000 calofies)

B: Introduce BTU (British Thermal Units) - as unit. of-heat energy

and have students calculate the number of BTUs per Calorie.

At this time students might-be.ilIerested in knowing how
their value fat the heat equivalent of 1 kilowatt-hour
of elecq.ic energy compares with the literature value.
One kilowatt-hour equals 860 Calofies. Also tell them
that although our country-is switching to metric units,
heat energy is still measured and reported most frequently
by engineers in British Termal Units. The BTU is opera-
tionally defined as the heat requited to,raise the tem-

. perature of 1 pound of water (about 1 pint)'by 1F (Fah-
renheit). Thus, it would be useful to convert the unit
of Calories to BTUs or to redo the experiment with the
immersion heater taking measurements of the mass of water
in pounds and temperature readings in degrees Fahrenheit.

Choosing the former, instruct the Students to convert the

mass data in Table 3 from kilograms to pounds with the con-
version equation 1 1§ilogr8m,= 2.2 pounds, and take tempera-
ture readings from C to F with the conversion equation
of ( °C

32)

1) '7
1 8-'
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The calculations,using the data for trial 2 in Table,3

follow:

initial = 9/5 (1(4 -+ 32) = 83(1

T (,F) final = 9/5 (64 + 32). = 173,F

T (-5) T
f

- T
i
= 173 -,83 = 90°F

Water 'heated =:(0.208 kg) x (2.2 pounds per kilogram)

= 0.458 pound

Energy gained
by water = 1 (BTU per pound °F) x MasS (pound)

x T eF)

= 1 (BTU per pound °F) x 0.458 (pound)
x 90°F

=' 41 .2 BTUs

Electric energy supplied- heat energy gained

by immersion heater = by water

.0125 kw-hr 41.2 BTUs
1 kw-hr = 3,300 BTUs*

*The literature value for kw-hr: is 2,412 BTUs.

elnlincethe heat transferred to the water should be the
same TAAther it is measured in Calories or BTUs, it. is

possible to use these results to deterpine how' many

Calories equal 1, BTU.

.0125 kw-hr = 10.4 Calories

.0125 kw-hr = 41.2 BTUs

41).2 BTUs = 10.4 Calories
1 'BTU = 0.25 Calories or 1 Calorie 4 BTU

C. 41.0 lesson -by- assigning students task of completing column
five, BTUs Per Unit of Measure, of Table 1.

Recall Table 1 and the search for the most economical energy'
source which began this study of energy.. Ask students to. ,

4.

complete column five as homework:
V .

,

- i

"What is'the heat energy in BTUs that can be obtained from

1 gallon of. heatingoil, 1 ton of coal, 100 cubic feet of
gas, 1 kw-hr of electricity (check own results),..1 gallon

of gasoline, encl.1 cord `of wood?" -

The specific reerences listed in the bibliography for this
activity should be suggested. Also, some-students should

make calls to local energy suppliers fbr information re-
garding their. particular product. '

,#
Of.
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TABLE 3

s

Heat EllMiyalent in Calories of a Kilowatthour of Electric Energy

Trial

." ,
Electrical

Power
(kilowatts)

Time
(seconds

Total Energy
Transferred

Kilowatt.
hour

Mess (in kilograms) Temp. 1 °C) ' Energy
Transferred

to H2O
(calories)

Beaker
Beaker
+ H2O H2O Ti Ti AT

1 0.250 180 0.0125 0.101 0.292 0.191 '\15 69 54 10.3
2 0.250 180 0.0125 0.101 0.309 0.208 14 64 50 10.4
3 0.250 , 180 , 0.0125 0.101 0.308 0 207 14 65 51 10.5

- .
-

/ t

.

,f

r:

4/4

t.

ft

-
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LESSON TITLE: "The Most Economical Home Heat SouLe"
414

LESSON OBJECTIVE:'

EECP
Unit VII
Lesgon E

0

Students will determine the most economical heat source from

the information they have obtained in previbus lessons.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

In this lesson students determine the most economical heat source

from the information they have obrained in previous lessons.

1. Review previousklossonCnd students' assignment.

Begin class by discussing the*results of their literature

search for the standard values for the number of Calories
equal to a BTU and the number of BTUs equivalent to a

Kilowatt-hour. The percentage difference between the

standard values, and their measured values could be calculated.

Refer students to Table 1-in previous lessons and to the

copy which you have placed on the board. Write "BTUs Per

Unit of Measurement" inthe he1ding for column five.- Ask
students to give y9u the values they have researched Lr-

the number of BTUs/per unit,of measurement for each source.
(Columns five, six, and seven of Table 1 in 'this lesson

contain information for the teacher's reference,)

2. Have tudents determine cost per million BTUs and the
relative cost of each heat source.. ,

Write "Cost Per Million BTUs" in the heading for column
six. Assign different groups of students to calculate

thecost of 1 million BTUs of energy obtainable from each

energy source. (The average Amount of heat required to
heat a home in the United States for one year is roughly

100 million BTUs.) Write Relative Cost" in the heading
for column seven-, and before proceeding, ask what this

means and how each'of.the values could be obtained (divide
the smallest, cost per million BTUs into each of the other

costs).

3. Close lesson by identifying the most economical heat §ource
and possible reasons for the cost variation in the sources.

Ask:
a

"As a result of.-our investigations, which heat source would
you recommend to my friends, Mr..Smith, Ms. Jones, and Ms.

Green, to heau,,their homes? Are there any other factors, in

21 oci
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addition to the cost of each million BTUs of energy stored
within a heat source, that you,would consider in your
decision?"

Take a survey in the class of the number of families who
use each of the energy sources (excluding gasoline) to
heat their hothes.

Ask:

"Why is electricity so much more costly than ,the other
energy sources?" (One reason: electricity is primarily
generated by the burning of fossil fuels. Approximately
25 percent of the energy stored in these fuels is con-
verted to electricity; the remainder is given off as waste
heat at the power"prant site. In other words,' electric
pdwer plants are only 35 percent efficient. The use of
electricity for heating thus involves an extra step in
energy conversion:

fu'el

burning at
power plant

65 percent becomes e heat
35 percent becomes e ectricity
for home heating

as compared to direct heating by fuel in home furnaces:

burning in
fuel home furnacse y home heating

,
At this point, further discussion might omalr on the rea-
sons for the-differences in the cost per million BTUs.
Are some heat sources more available in your area? Are
environmental costs added to the pr e? Are they greater
for some sources than for others. Ar supplies of sowe
fuels greater than others? Is- extrac ion of the fuels
hazardous or costly?

TABLE 1

(1) . r
Heat

Source
.

(2)
Unit of

Measure

(3)
Pries Per

Unit'

(4)
Duentity We

Need to Know

(5)
BTUs Per Unit

of Measure

(6)
Cost Per

Million BTU

.
_ (7),--,_

Relative
Cost

,
Heating Oil Gallon $ 0.36 (Heat per Gallon) 145,000 $ $ 2 48 ' 1.24

&

Natural Gas 100 Cubic 0.22 (Heat per 1 103,100 2.16 1.08

Feet P. Cubic Feet
...

Electricity Kilowatt-
hour

0.041 (Heat per Kilowatt-
hour)

3,412 12.00 6.00

,Coal Ton 51 65 (Heat per Ton) 25,000,000 2.07 1.03

Wood Cord . (Heat per Cord) 20,000,000 ) 2.00 1.00
1

Gasoline Gallon 0.56 (Heat per Gallon) 125,000 4.50 2.25

'Prices quoted are those prevalent in the Washington, D.C. area in mid1974. Have students research prices prevailing in their area to replace

these.
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ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask the stud . ;)

"What is a ,Calorie?- A BTU?"

Acceptable, responses;

All are units of heat energy.

1 Calorie.=.adrount of heal energy'needed to raise the ,/\\
temperature of 1 kilogram of H2O by 1°C.

1 BTU = amount of heat energy needed to raise the
atemperature bf 1 'pound of NO by 1°F.

2, Give the 'studerjts the following information:

1 kilowattxhour (kw -hr) = 3,412 BTUs
1 BTU = 0:252 Calories (---

Ask questions. such as: \J

(a) ."Howi'many.kilowatt.-hdurs of electricity are needed
-to pfoduce 700 Calories of heat energy?'

Acceptable response:
0

'700'Caiories"= 700-i- (0.252 C per BTU) =.2,778 BTU
2,778 BTU = 2,778 -i-3,412 (BTU per kw-hr) = 814 kw-hr

(b) "How many Calories are there in 1 kilowatt-hour?"

Acceptable response:

1 kw-hr =. 2,412 BTU
3,412 BTU x:--0.252 Calories per BTU = 860 Calories

the Ltudehts the following information:

Heating dil has 145,000 BTU per gallon
coal has 25,000,0001BTU per ton
-Natural Gas has'-- 103,100 BTU per 100 cubic feet
Electricity has 3,412 BTU per kw-hr

-And the following hypothetical prices:

Heating ei),- costs $ 0.30 per gilldn
Coal costs' 30.00 per ton
Natural Gas costs 0.30 per 100 cubic feet
Electricity costs 0.02 per kw-ht

'23 ' 30
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Ask students to:

Calculate the cost per ,au for each energy source.

Determine the most economical -one.

Acceptable responses:

The cost per BTU is calculated by dividing the price
pet unit of measurement by the BTU per unit of measure-

ment:
ti

Heating Oil 0 30 - .145 (MBTU per gallon) = S2.70 per MBTU

Coal 30. 25 (MBTU per ton) = $1.20 per MBTU

Natural Gas , 0 30 ÷ 1031 (MBTU per 100ft3) = $2.95 per MBTU

Electricity 0.02 ÷ 003412 (MBTU per kw -hr) = $5.86 per MBTU

/

Coal has the lowest cost per million BTUs and is thus the
most economical onein this example.

4. lternatively, if price data in your region have been
employed in these lessons, use the date for the Washington
area given in this activity as problem data. If the, .

Washington, D.C. Data were employed'th the lessons, use
the local price data.for problem data.

RESOURCES

Energy-Environmental Mini-Unit-Guide - A product'of the NSTA
(National Science Teachers Association) Energy Evnironmental
Materials Project, John .M: Fouler, Director.

The development of these materials was supported by the Office
of Environmental Education under the Environmental Education
Act of 197Q (P.L. 93-278) .,

Books

The Concept'of Energy Simply Explained, Morton Mott-Smith
(New York: Dover) 1964.

Energy and Engines, D.S. Holacy (New York: 'World) 1967.

Energy, Matter and Change, Ronald D,' Townsend (New 'York:
Scott Foresman) 1973,

For a discussion of the 'history of our changing fuel mix, see

Energy in the United States: Sources, Uses and Policy Issues,
H.H. Landsberg and S.H. Schurr (New York: Random House) 1964
(230 pp., $3.50 pa.) and the NSTA Energy-Environment Source
Book, Volume II, Chapter 4.
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Articles:

"The Conversion of Energy" Scientific American 224 (3), September

1971 (pp. 1(48-163). *

"(Energy" Encyclopedia Britannica 6 15th edition (Macropedia).

"Mathemitics for Heat," Chapter 6, in'Energy Does Matter by

Scientists of Westinghouse Research Laboratories (NeTA, Ydrk:

Walker) 1964.

IR

I

Note: Additional references 'to hooks, articles, and films

are provided in the NSTA Energy-Environment Materials Guide.

Materials List for Lessons A-D.

Lesson A

Make transparency of Figure 1 or distribute( a copy to each

student.

Lesson B

4 tripods (or ring stands and rings)

4 wire gauze pads
4 500 kill-niter pyrex beakers
4 thermometers
1 Bunsen burner
1 alco112, lamp
.1 250-watt ,.,electric immersion heater
a pile of wood splints or tongue depressors

f)-LESSON C

From-the materials in Lesson B, use one Bunsen burner, tripod,

wire gauze pad, thermometer, and 3 beakers. In addition, a

small scale for measuring up to 1 kilogram. If students-perform

the-experiment, collect-a set of these materials for each

student or student group.

Lesson D'

materials as Lesson C except substitute the electric

immersion heater(s) for the Bunsen burner(s) and three 250
milliliter beakers instead of the 500 milliliter beakers.

25
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6 EECP
Unit VII
Lesson F

LESSON TITLE: "Construction of a Hydroelectrienerator"

LESSON OBJECTIVE

Students will be able to construct a simple hydroelectric
power generating system. 4

BACKGROUND INFORMATION'

In addition,to'learning how'to construct the hydroelectric power
generating system students will also have the opportunity to do
some experimenting. The students can expe4ment with differences
of volume, water pressure, propeller size and determine how they
relate to electrical power output. Also by experimenting, the
student can show how demand affects output of current:

NOTE: Use compressed4iir or steam as an alternative power source.

ACTIVITIES

1. Construct a hydroelectric generator using a bicycle generator.
Make a propeller or cup-like device to fasten to generator
and turn as water strikes it.

2. a milliampmeter or bicycle light' to generator to
show output.

3. Use water from sink or other suitable source. Make'"dif-
ferent size nozzles, possibly reducing them from garden
hose,size to 3/8" copper tubing.

. 4. Hook up lights in parallel: turn on one at a time to see
effilict,E in current output. .

NOTE: Use compressed air or steam as an alternative power
source.

RESOURCES

The Mnesota Trial Test Materials
Minnesota Department of Education
625 Capitol Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Developer of Minnesota Program
Mr. Tom Ryerson - Supervisor
Industrial Education
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I EECP
Unit VII
Lesson

LESSON TITLE: "Heat Exchangers"

LESSON OBJECTIVE

1. Students will be able to build a simple liquid to air
heat exchanger, in order to see how the process of heat
exchange takes place.

2. ! Students will be able to determine temperature differential
across a simple liquid to air heat exchanger and the
influence of flow rate An heat exchanger efficiency.,

BACKGROUND INFORMATION -\=

In order to analyze any heating and cooling system, a study of

heat exchangers becomes necesa4y.' The reason for studying
heat exchangers is that the heat gatheted within a heating or
cooling system usually must be transferred or exchanged into
air, -if it is to be used effectively.

A heat exchanger is a unit within any heating or 'cooling system
that transfers the energy from one medium to another. For ex-
ample, the heat. energy generated within a gasoline or diesel
engine coo4ng system is transferred from the liquid coolant to
the air by the use of a heat exchanger called a radiator. Heat
is also transferred out of a refrigerator by the rise of a heat
exchanger. In fact, most industrial or commercial air condition-
ers and heaters utilize some type of heat exchanger.

There are three basic methods of transferring heat: convection,
conduction and radiation. Conduction is defined as heat flow by
actual contact from a body at a higher temperature to a body at

a lower temperature. ,For example, if the coils on a range were
at a higher temperature and the pan on the coils were at a lower

1 temperature, the thermal energy would be transferred to the pan-

through conduction. The key consideration is that both bodies
are at rest during the heat transfer.

Convection is defined as that methqd of heat transfer which trans-
fers thermal, energy from a solid bddy by a liquid or gas that is
in "motion." The key 'factor is that one medium is in motion,
and will convey the thermal energy away from the hot body to a
colder substance. For example, as air is heated by a hotter
body, the air will rise causing the air to be in motion. The
hot air then comes'in contact with the cooler air above it, thus
raising its temperature and lowering the temperature of the
original air. As the thermal energy 'is transferred by convec-
tion, the cool air will then drop causing it to be reheated by
the original hotter body.
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Radiation allows thermal energy to be transferred from one sub-,

stance to,another by infrared rays. :Infrared rays are not

visible to the human eye. Radiant energy is transmitted at .

the speed of light. Radiant heat transfer, unlike conduction,
can rasse.through a medium such as air without heating it appreciably
and is best transferred through a vacuum. This is how most of

the energy comes to the earth from the sun. The waves flow
through a vacuum to the earth's, atmosphere and are either ab-

sorbed or reflected into space.

By applying these three heat transfei methods to heat exchangers,
heat can be transferred to any mediuth whichever is most practi-
cally used in the application.

The most common ypps of heat exchangers used to transfer heat
within a solar collector system are: 1) air to liquid, 2)

liquid to air, and 3) liquid to liquid. In order to accomplish
this needed exchange, two types of heat exchangers are normally
designedin heating and cooling systems. By combining these
exchangers any type of heat transfer can be obtained.

k

Rot Livid
IN rr

Cooler

OU

kieat Exchanger

Figure 1. A liquid to air and air to ,liquid heat exchanger.

The first type',of heat exchanger is shown in Figure I. In order

to transfer heat frorva liquid to air which is needed, for ex-
ample, when hydronic collectors are used for space heating, the ;

liquid medium Eor'the collector is pumped through the piping in-

to the exchanger. The heat from the liquid is then conducted or
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transferred into the surrounding pipe and fin area. This occurs
because heat always moves from a hotter to a colder material.
The heat is then radiated from the fins and forced air is then
blown through the fins to remove the heat. The larger the sur-
face area of the fins, the greater.the heat dissipation.

One of the most common applications for this type of heat trans-
fer is the coolin,g, sytems used on all air cooled engines. Fins
on, the block of tne engine radiate large amounts of heat because
of the increased surface area.

This process can easily be reversed so that heat can be trans-
ferred from air to liquid, providing the air is hotter than the
liquid. A typical applicaton for this type of heat exchanger
is an air type of solar collector, transferring energyto the
hot water system of a residential home. Although possible,
this method of heat transfer is a little difficult because the
density of air is far less than that of water, causing poor
heat capability,

The second method of heat transfer is illustrated in Figure 2.
In this case, heat is transferred from a liquid to a second
liquid. OUT

Figure 2. A* liquid to liquid heat exchanger

IN

0/I Cooler

IN

A typical example would be an oil cooler used to cool the heat
within a transfilission of an automobile. The heat build-up in
the transmission fluid is sent to the lower part of a radiator
to be cooled by the water system.
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Although many designs exist,the more common, types use coils of

tubing placedirectly. within the second livid. In this case,

the heat from the first liquid is conducted into the metal tube

and then conducted into the second liquid.

Another method of liquid to liquid heat exchanger is to have

the tubes of each system physically contacting each other.
Through conduction, the heat will transfer from the ligtter

liquid to the colder liquid.

ACTIVITIES

Description

List of Materials

1. 2 copper tubes , 1/2" diameter x 3 long

.2. 2' x 2' base board
3. Wooden supports
4. Aluminum sheet metal
5. Thermometers
6. 2 male connectors
7. 2 control valves
8. Solder

'9. Soldering iron/Propane torch
10. Tin snips

NOTE: The fins and copper tubing can be obtained as a unit

(fin tube) from many heating/cooling suppliers. You

may also be able to salvage a unit.

Project Construction
IP

J A simple' liquid to air heat exhanger can be made as illustrated

in Figure 3.

Hot water connection(
tifirket r r

0)

Figure t. A model liquid to air heat exchanger.

4
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Twocopper tubes are mounted on a frame with a control valve
placed on each end. Hot water from a hose can then be supplied.
to the end of each tube,. The hot water from the faucet,.-gener-
ally near 140°F, can be used as the hot water source. (This-

.6. water could also be heated from a hydronic solar collector.)
The fins are made from aluminum sheet metal and can be press fit
to the copper tubing. The fins should be spaced equally (3-4
per inch of pipe) .

TEST PROCEDURES

1. When the demonstration model is complete, measure water
temperature input with thermometer and record on the chalkt.

2. Hook up hot water to tube #1:I
3. Turn on control valve to allow a small amount of water to

run out.
4. Measure temperature output and record on the chart. ---'

5. Determine the drop in temperature due 4to heat exchange
by subtracting the output from the input and record on
the chart.

6. Measure'Radiant-tempeature approximately-2" above tuberj#1
and record on the chart.

7. Repeat-steps 1-6 using tube #2 (with the fins) and record
on the chart.

8. Repeat steps 1-7 using a high.flow rate and record dn the
chart.

TEST RESULTS

Low Flow High Flow

Tube Tube
Without With
Fins' Fins

Tube Tube
Without With
Fins Fins

Input Tem pratu-re
(I

t
)

Output Temperature.
(0

t
)

Difference
(.1

t
0
t

)

Radiarit TeTpera2kz
(R

t
)

Air -Temperature
(A

t
)

Ditterence
(R

t
- A

t
)
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Questions to Ask;.

1. Ask students .to examine the dat4they collected. What effect'
do the fins have on the amount'df heat radiated into the air?

2. Ask students to review the data'they collected. What effect
does the rate of flow have on the heat exchange 'process?

3. 1n this system, where is heat being transferred by conduction,

convection and radiation? .

The difficult part of the heat's journey is into and out of
the exchanger, not thrpugh it. If your clas'S has built at
least two models you might want to try a contest. You could
title it "THE.MOST HEAT EXCHANGER FOR THE MONEY" or

Challenge your students 'to improve the efficiency the

model heat exchanger.' (This could al be a special project;

for a group of interested students.) Qarger'fins? Closer
fins? Painted finq,? Fanned fins? Soldered fins? Etc.:

The students who participate in the' contest must be able
to convince you and the class that they have improved the

design. .

RESOURCES
Vv.

Baer; Steve. 1975. Sunspots. Zomeworks Corporation, Albuquer-

que ($4.00).

Duffy, Joseph W. 1972, Power, Prime Mover of Technology, 4c-

Knight and McKnight Publishing Company, Bloomington,

Illinois.

Hand, A.J. 1972. Home Energy How-To. Popular Science, Harper
and Row, New York, New York.

,Kates, Edgar J. 1968. Diesel and High Compression Gas Engine
Fundamentals, American Technical Society, Chicago, Illinois.

Meinel,. Aden B. and Marjorie P. Meinel. 1977 A. Applied Solar

Energy, An Introduction. Addition-Wesley Publising Company,
Reading, Massachusetts.

The Minnesota Trial Test Materials
Minnesota Department of Education
625 Capitol Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Developer of Minnesota Program
Mr. Tom Ryerson - Supervisor
Industrial Education
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- LESSON TITLE: "Moonshine Travel: Sunshine

LESSON OBJECTIVE

EECP
Unit VII
Lesson H

wr&

SfUhnts will be able to ruh a dynamometer'test, plot the
horsepower and torque characteristics for 3 different fuels,
and compare the exhaust tharacteristics-of 3 different fuels.

BACKGIlbuND INFORMATION
.

. .

-,-- One
,

of many ways that is being suggested for/bridging the gap
y to the post-oil age is the exploration of al.ternativls to '

.-

gasoline. Gasohol, a blend 'of 90 p/rcent gasoline and 10 per-
'14cent alcohol is 'one such alternative that has been the subject

of considerable attention and debate. As of September, 1979
.it.is being used as automobile fuel at, more than 800 iervide
stations in 28 states' acrossa the nation, lier-

Proponents of gasohol coend'that since gasohol can besmade.
from m' different kinds of plant products, precious oil and *
gasoline supplies can be'preserved. Distillers dried grain, ,

a by-product of'the.ethanol-producing process, is a very con-
centrated, high protein animal feed. Ethanol.,,enhAntes the
octane rating of gasoline, and this alleviates The problem of.-
engine knock, Gasohol reduces carbon monoxide emissions and,

0.
44-according Co some engineers, can produce better mileage than -

straight gasoline.
.,'

. %.

Critics agasohol coittend that the amount of acreage to grow
the fuel, plug the amount of energy expended in planting,
harvesting and processing, make alcohol fuels, whether in pure
form or as a mixture, a-doubtful solution: Opponens claim it

dtakes more energy to produce -6sdhpl than can be gained ffom
it. ltost studies on which this claim'ig based assume tha,t
fossil fuels provide all the energy for the. distillation pro -
cess and'that only pure alcOhol will be used as afuel.
Straight alcohols, for example from 140 tor190 proof, can be
u4ed although there are certain engine mod)ficatidns that fiust
be made. They also jint outthat alcohol costs more to make
than gasoline.

The use of alcohol as a fuel is wit a recent technology.--The
idea-isold and nearly universal. In a high.school graduat-
ing-class'sileech in Wa ;hington D.C.*in 1917, Alexander Graham
Be1 said, Alcohol can be manufactdred from corn stalks and '-
from almost any vegetable matter capable of fermentation:
growing2rops, weeds- eventhe garbage from our, cities. We
,need never fear the exhaustioD)of our,present fdel supplies
so.long as we can produce an annual crop of alcohol."
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The use of alcohol/gasohol appeared with the de r ssiod when

farmers could not sell their products, and,re ppeared with each
succeeding recetsion and fall in grain prices. The logic made

sense: the technology, was there; alcohol was easily made by

fermenting grain or other plane material; and could be used
for fuel either alone or in combination with ordinary gasoline.
The mixture (in a 90cpercent.gasoline, 10 percent alcohol com-

bination) is gasohol. But gasoline was cheaper than alcohol,

and readily available. And 4mericans ydopted gasolihe.

Now Americans don't have enough fuel. In 197', they drove 113.7
million 'cars 1.12 trillion miles and burned 80.2 billion gallons

of gas and the number,of cars, miles, and gallons is rising
,

every ye4-r.

In a recent report of the U.S. Department of Energy, alcohol's

potential for petroleum savings is stated as follows:

Through1985, the'contribution of alcohol fuels'

is expected to be modest natioAglly--perhaps
displacing as many as 40,000 bagels per day of
oil once recent presidential initiatives are put
into practice. Production will be limited by the
capacity to convert agricultural and waste material

; 4iRtd alcohol. I agricultural states, alcohol fuels
may become- -quite significant sources of local supply.

Materials List to Be Used in4Lesson:

1. A small engine loading device or a commerci4dynamometer
for a small engine (Not ,o: any type of chassis dynamometer

will also work).
2... Torque meter on the dynamometer or loading device.

3. 'RPM meter.
4. Either a 2 or 4-cycle 3 mall engine.
5. Small paper filters (vacuum cleaner filters or equivalent)

6. Fuels gasoline; if available, gasohol; alcohol. Use the
highest percentage (95%) ethyl of ethanol rubbing alcohol

that .you can j)tlyThe label will also,indicate that the
alcohol is denatured. Do not use methanor'or propanol!

A NOTE N ALCOHOLS

T alcohol used in gasohol is grain alcohol or ethanol. The

n
r 4

materials appropriate for con 'fersion to ethanol aP',W diverse

ainClude product such as cheese whey, citrus wastes, sub-

standard corn and gr in sorghum, Jerusalem art chokes, etc. 4The

variety of possiblities is only just bein ored.
s 4,

The greatest use of grain alcohol today as a fuel is in combina-
tion with.gasoline to form gasohol: This blend, which is 10
percent alcohol and 90 percent gasoline, does not require any
engine modifications.'

(Gasohol should be used ohly in X75 - model or newer cars.)
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len straight alcohol is used as a fuel, whether i be 'ethanol

or methanol, there are some adjustments. that need to be made.
(See Crombie, Resources).

Alcohol content, "Roof," is expressed in units equal to twice
the percentage, e.g., 200 proof is 100'percent alcohol; 160
proof is 80, percent .alcohol. 200 proof eth* or pure alcohol
is not available for classrooth us.e. Unless commercial gasiahal
is available, you can use at least a 95% denatured,ethyl/areo-
hol as a reasonable substitute (available from your pharmacy
as rubbing alcohol).

Do NOT use methanol. It is a poison. Furthermore, methandli
gasoline blends require engine modifications. In general,
methanol's properties differ more from gasolide's than do
ethanol's. The dodestic supply of methanol Comes primarily
from natural gas and petroleum. Methanol can also be made
from coal, oil shales and ear sands:

'DEFINITIONS

In "oirder to perform the experiment, you will want to revieW,

some terms and definitions with your students.

Work -WorI is defined as the result of applying a force, cre-
ate by a sourceNpf energy, to a body or mass through a cer-
tain distance. Work is actually energy 41 transition. For
example, if a person-pushes a stalle utomobile and the force
causes the automobile to move sIspral f et, work is then being
done. The definitio. then means that body moved a certain
distance by a ford, creating work. F rce is measured in pounds
and distance is measured id feet. W k is then measured in foot
pounds. If should be understood that if a force is .applied to
a bgdy and it doesn't move, then no work is being done although
it may seem like it.

Horsepower -- Horsepower is defined as a measure of work being-
done. More specifically, horsepower is actually considered
the rate at which wor is betng done in a straight line direc-
tion.

The amount of horsepower depends upon how fast the work is
done, which means time must be considered.' In other words,
power is the number of ft. lbs. being performed per second
or ft. lbs./sec. When 33,000 pounds have.been lifted one
foot in a period of one minute, then one horsepower has been
created.

Torque -- Torque is defined as a "twisting force." This is in
contrast to the definition of horsepower which was defined as
work applied in a straight line direction per,time period.
Twisting force tends to cruse rotation of objects. Most of
the energy conversiDiaeystems and power transmission systems

ti
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I
use torque as a convenientlOsuremene. Some of these appli-

-

--I .cations are motors, generators, gears, trans issions, engines
and wheels. ,Torque is normally expressed in foot pounds.

e,

An example ofthe difference between torque and horsepower is
,that torque is generated within a diesel engine by the crank-

shaft which,. in turn, pushes. the vehicle forward in a straight
1-ine motion. The straight line motion can be measured in .

horsepower; but the twisting motion from the engine crankshaft
is called torque. An example may help students, understand this.
A-Jarge truck pulling 40,00 lbs. and an automobile pulling
:10(00 lbs mayboth be rated very cl9se in horsepower, say, 200

horsepow,er. The truck engine must produce a great deal more
torque 'though than the automobile engine because the truck must
overcome a heavier force. Diesopl gngines are generally used
where torque is the primary need while gasoline engines gene-
rally- do not produce as inucFt ,tor'que.

Performance Charts--Thp ters work, torque, ,and horsepower all

play an important tole when studying performance of energy con-
verters. They are usually displayed on Performance charts.

.

Perforrflance ch-Arts, are used%;in the-power converter industry to
display the output charactetistics&f the individual converter.
In fact, most any converter from gasoline engines to high speed
turbines utilize.perfarmance chrts. From these charts optimum
speeds (and different f s) can be selected for the highest
fuel efficiency at, i c pliier outputs.

°*%4

In addition,'each engii&application has a different set of re-
quirements placed upon it. With the use .of performance charts
the most efficientz.fuel can be sellected for the best application
4,Figure.1). 70

Figure 1.
cj 1

A gasotine engine . tap
'performance chart.
The speed.or revo-
lutions per minute
is shown do the
hbrizqntallxis.
The right vertical
a*is shows the horse-
power.output while the
left vertical axis
show's torque output,
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ACTIVITIES

Procedure

1. Use-regular gasoline.
2. Start the engine and increase the throttle so, that the

engine operates'at maximum engine RPM without any load

applied. Record RPM on ChartA.
3. Apply a slight load by increasing the load control so

that the Rt'M drops'approximately.500. Record torque

and RPM on Chart A.
4. Increase the load 'So that another 500 RPM is dropped.'

Record both RPM and torque on Chart A.
5. Continues ncreasing load and dropping RPM by 500 until

the engine stalls.' Record each reading--torque and
RPM--on Charti.A.

6. Calculate the horsepower rating for each'torque and RPM

rating using the formula:

Horsepower = T x RPM
.-5252*

7. HIVe students develop performance curves by plotting the
torque, HP, and RPM on Chart B. Label these curves ac-
cordihg to the type of fuel used

8. Place the paper filter over the exhaust under a heavy
load and record the color of the paper after the test on

Chart A.
9. Empty the fuel tank. Make a 10% alcohol and a 90% gaso-

line mixture and add it to the fuel tank. Keep all con-

. ditions the same as for the previous test:
10. Plot a second performarIce curve,with this fuel by follow-

ing steps 2-,8 and record the data on Charts A and B res-

pectively. Label the curves.
11. Empty the fuel tank. Now make a 30% alcohol and a 70%

gasoline mixture. Keeping all conditions the same as for
the previous test, plot a third performance curve with
this fuel by following steps 2-8. Record on Charts A.and
B respectively. Label the curves.

*NOTE: Some commercial dynamometers use a different figure.

10,000 may be used if the dynamometer is measuring
ft. lbs, rather than straight ft. lbs.

fU
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CJ ART A

READING
NUMBER RPM

.
TORQUE

.

HP
EXHAUST

CHARACTERISTIC

1
I. ...1

.

/

2

: 3:- . .

t

4

5
,

6

,
410

k.

7 (4

8

9 .

10

,....-

.

11
4

_ 1 2

. .
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Max.

AI

fOR QUE

Zero

NIP

Zero

ALTERNATIVES

Other fuels may be usled
may be made between low
fuels, propane fuels or
same tanner.

Questions to Ask

1. As alcohol was added to the gasoline what happened to torque?

I

Chart.8
I

RPM Max.

A

Max.

4

`flocteePowER

Zero

Al

as well in this experiment. Comparisons
and high octane, leaded fuels, oil mix
other ratios of alcohol in fuelg in the

2. What engine speed
type of fuel?

4
3. Which fuel is most

produces the highest horsepower on any

useful for maximum horsepower?

40
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'RESOURCES

Cousins, Norman. 1978. Growing Your Own Fue Saturday Review,

September 30, pp. ?3-28 (Short descriptions of Gasohol,
the Blaser Engine, .Biomass and more).

Crombie, Lary. 19,79. Engine Modifications. Northern Sun
News, September, p. 10.

Crouse, William H. 1979. Automotive Mechanics, McGraw-Hill
,

Book Company, New York, NY.

Dow, Jane; Tom MerAant, Mike Temali and Lila Friedman.. 1979.

Fuel Alcohol: Boon to Local Economay and Ecology. Northern
Sun News, September, pp. 8-10. P

Duffy, Joseph W. 1972. Power: Prime Mover of Technology.
McKnight and McKnight Publishing Company, Bloomington, IL.

Ham, C.W., E.J. Crane and W.L. Rogers. 1958. Mechanics of

Machinery. McGraw -Hill Book Company, New York, NY.

International Combustion Engine-Institute. 1962. Engine Instal-

lation Manual. ICEI, 201 N. Wells, Chicago IL.

Kates, J. Edgar. ,Y965. Diesel and High-Compression Gas Engines,

Fundamentsl. American Technical So0.ety, Chicago, IL.

Rutan Publishing, P.O. Box 2584, Minneapolis, MN 55403 (Book's

on alcohols as fuel resources).

The Northern Sun News. A monthly newspaper devoted to energy

alternatives. The Septdmber, 1979 issue has an article on

fuel alcohols. 1521 East Franklin, Minneapolis, MN 55404

($6.00/year).

The Report of the Alcohol Fuels Policy Review. 109. U.S. De-

partment of Energy (Natinal Technical I mation Service
(NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, 2

nf
Port Royal Road,

Springfield, Virginia. $7.25).

The ,Minnesota Trial Test Materials
,Minnesota Department of Education
625 Cgpitol Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Developer of Minnesota Program
Mr. Tom Ryerson - SuperVisor
Industrial yucation
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EECP
Unit VII
Lesson I

LESSON TITLE:' "Seeing Dusega A Fuel"

LESSON OBJECTIVE

Students will haveltthe opportunity to study the concept of
ecycling by constructing a useful product, fireplace start-
s, made from recycled sawdust.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The energy crisis is bringing renewed interest in recycling
materials. There can be a savings in money., energy consump-
tion and natural resources.

In a recent issue of the Iowa Energy Bulletin (see Resources)
there was a report.of a study of a unique energy opportunity
conducted by the City of Pell Iowa.

a

The Pella Muncipal Power Plant is located adjacent to a
manufacturing plant that could provide 20 percent of
the city's fuel requirements with a clean burning fuel
at approximately one-half the cost of coal.

The fuel is sawdust and 190,000 pounds are produced
each work day as a by-product of the Rolscreen Company.
Rolscreen could seel the Cityftof Pella approximately
47.3 million pounds per year, representing 282,130
:million BTU's of energy. Presently, the sawdust is
sold to particle board manufacturers and shipped to
the buyer by rail.

The word "recycle" means to process or treat something in
order that, it may be used again. While -many products can be
recycled, few products are. As we look'to the future, it is
likely that more attention will be given to recycling in or-
der to save energy and other resources.

Materials List

1.' Paraffin - Use old candles or purchase slabs of paraffin.

2. Double Boiler - (A low temperature crock pot will work.
Never heat paraffin directly in a pan becaus it may
ignite if it gets too hot.)

3. Hot plate with adjustable heat control

4. Soup ladle

4
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5. Sawdust - The coarse sawdust from a jointer or surfacer

works very well.

/ 6. Support basd - To hold paper tube while it is beipg
filled with the sawdust/paraffin mixture. These blocks
can be made by gluing a 1 inehl.ong piece of '1 inch
diameter dowel rod to a piece of scrap board. Two dozen

--Z)or more are required.

S
Figure 1.. Support base for holding the paper tubes while

they are being filled.

7. Tape - cellophane

8. PaperPaper - 82 x 11 inch ditto paper in various colors

9. Candy thermometer - For safety, use th all metal type
with the bimetalic sensing element and dial at the top.
Candy thermometers are usually better than Teat thermo-
meters because they have -a lower temperature range.

10. Large can - To be used for stirring the sawdust and
melted paraffin (A three pound coffee can works well).

11. Wood stirring stick or wooden spoon with a long handle.

112. Funnel

13. Dowel Rod - A-, inch diameter by 15 inches long (approxi-
mately)

ACTIVITIES

Procedure ,

1. Roll sheets of 8kh x 11" paper into tubes and adjust the

size to fit snug over the support bases. (The paper
should be rolled so that the finished tube is 81/2 inches t

long..) Tape the paper tubes on the outside (Fig. 2).
NOTE: Colored ditto paper may be used to brighten up
the project. Also, before rolling the paper into tubes,
yot may wish to ditto (or rant) the name Of your school,
the instructions for using he; starters, etc.
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II
Figure 2. Tube, rolled from 83/4" x 11" ditto paper and

taped on the outside. `This tube is adjusted
to a size that will be snug atound the sup-
port ise,

2. Set.the tubes in an upright position on the support bases.
They are now ready to be filled with the paraffin/sawdust
mixture.

dip

r

Figure 3. The:support base will
hold the paper tube in
aa,uptight position so
that the tube may be
filled with sawdust/
paraffin mixture. .

' Melt the paraffin in a double boiler. Keep a therm.-
meter in the melted paraffin at all times and never
let the temperature exceed 125-150°F. Observe the
following safety rules:

a) Use a double boiler or a wax melting pot. ,Don't,,
for example, heat wax in a kettle over a- opera.
flame.

b) Always keep a thermometer in the melting paraffin
and keep the temperature as low as posse le. Un-

like water, which boils, paraffin look the same
at a safe temperature (125 - 150 F) as it does at
an unsafe tempera,ture. When paraffin is overheated
it can reach it's flash point and start to burn.
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c) Use a metal thermometer rather than a glass thermo-

meter.

d) Do not over fill the container. A container filled
to 1/3 of its capacity is satisfactory.

Always use a electric heating element.- It is safer

than an open flame.

f) Use a metal double boiler rather than a-glass dou-

ble boiler.

Mix one ladle of paraffin and two ladles of sawdust to-
gether in a ,3 pound coffee can. Stir with a long woodqp
.spoon or a wood stick until the sawdust is coated with
the parrafin. Experiment with different ratios of saw-

dust and paraffin.

5. Carefully spoon the mixture into the p'aper tubes while
the mixture is still hot and pliable. Students may

spoon the mixture into a funnel and then use a e dowel
to ram the mixture into the tube (Fig. 4).'

6. Allow the mixture to cool and then carefully remove the

paper tube assembly from the support bases.

7. To use the fireplace starter just light the paper, tube

withta match. The fireplace starter will burn for,30
to 45 minutes. It may be used for campfires, fireplaces,
or for starting charcoal grills.

Questions To Ask

1. Has this activity made you more aware of the need to be

more concerned about the use of materials and energy?
What are some of your reasons?

What are the advantages and/or disadvantages of these

fireplace starters?

3. What would you do to improve the design-. of the starter?
How would you know that the improvement is really an im-

provement?

4. What is the optimum length of the starter for various
kinds of fire starting applications?

5. Find someone in your community who knows the do's and
don'ts of wood burning. Ask that person whether these

starters have hazards associated with them.' .
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Figure 4. Use a Funnel to transfer
the hot mixture to the
tube. Spoon the hot saw-
dust/paraffin mixture into
the tube using a small
wood dowel.

4
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- 'ESOURCES
g

N 1979. Pella Considers Sawdust as Fuel". EftergyBulltin.
March/April. t

The Minnesota Trial Test Materials
Minnesota Department of Education
625"Capitol Square Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Developer ofJlinnesota Program
Mr. To(..Ryerson - Supervisor
Industrial'Eaucation
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EECP
Unit VII
Le-sson J

LESSON TITLE: "Pedal Power"

LESSON OBJECTIVI

4' Students will cons ct a machine that will enable a person to
generate-electricity by pedaling a L#cycle, providing students
with practical and usefvr insights into the production acid trans-.

fere of energy.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION-

As Are contemplate solutions to the energy crisis we usually find
e'ourselves listing a vatiety of possible alternative sources such

sdlar, wind, water, geothefthal, tidal, etc. Somewhere' at
t eJpottam of this liqt: we would.rprobably remember-to mention
.humans as an energy source.--,..
* .

Humps have always: used their muscle power, however, as technology
has developed we rely less and less on our bwn' muscle power as a
means of serving our bas,j.o needs. Some observers are suggesting
that .society may; have, to slow'its pace, change some of its values
luld.make use of more thumad power.

2

../

~Al

Materials List

Regular ,bicycl.q2;ftame
Generator - a. .a.12'ydlt, automobile generator, or A

(T e cost is approxiMately $175.00 if pl4rchased
new) *

41) ai.20.volt, 1800-rpm, 000 watt generator.

Angle iron.- 3/4" )( 2," -, / '
,

^
tLeather belt maefial .,

Voltage meter .

.

MItscellaneous materials - 12. volt .dar battery, nic
bulbs, pulleys, assorted sprockets'.

1

ACTIVITIES
? .

10 .

rpme wire,

7,

,Alternative A. Remove the-rubber tire-from a regular bicycle . ,

A' and suspend it in''a stand asshown.in Figure 1. -

. Couple'the 'generator to the rear wheel ofrthe
bicycle with a leather.belt,-

. .

. .a. .

, Alternative B4
.

- Elevate the fear tire, ofa bicycle and use the (. .

, tire to drive various, generators );$37 hplding
e- them aganisc,the revolving tire..The,small

'motors and generators could be fitted with
ubber, plastic; or'wObden drum6 whj.ch seive - .

9 as friction drive mechanisms so
.

48'
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Rear wheel s upport if

and generator mount

. wort

Pr?..--Wheel elevateAvV4 x ;)," angle iron

Figure 1. Construction details of the bicycle generator.

'
k Test Procedures

143i'S bicycle powered generator should be a device that all stu-
, dents can have access to on a regular basis. If you have used
the 120 volt generator, obsptve a1.1 safety precautions., As
students work with this "alternative energy Oachine you may
want tem,,to answer some questions based on their experience
with the machine and materials, for example:

. 4
Questions to Ask During, Test Procedure:

1. How much voltage can be generated with.leg power? For how
long?

2. What is the ef#ect of changing the pulley size on the vol-
tage generate dr On duration? If youhave.a multispeed
bike, compare the effect's of varying the gear ratio on
the voltages generated.

ij
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Can a battery be charged with this.machine? How long does

it take?
4. Can you light a bulb? Several bulbs? How many? Make

an elettromagnet. Improve the'lectromagnet. Heat a
length of nichrome wire. (Vary the diameters. Which
heats faster? Why?) Of copper wire? Can you heat a
cup of water with it? .

5. Compare flat and vee belts! Do they increase/decrease
shaft speed? What is their effect on voltage?

6. What are the practical uses of this machine?
7. How can you improve this machine? (After the machine

ehas been in use, ask students to suggest some improvements
and try them) .

8. Build a simple current detector by coiling fine magnet
wire around a compass and use it to prove that your
bicycle powered generator is producing a clarttrit.

Questions to Ask

1. How does a simple generator work?

2. What are the factors which determine how much voltage and
.,,..Z.V.^

wattage are produced?
.7'7

3. Draw a schematic and a pictorial diagram or the
generator.

RESOURCES
, .

Geil, John J. 1976. Energy And Tiansportation: Power. Pren=
..'llglewood Cliffs, New Jersey.

WINCO, Division of DYNA Technology, Inc., 7850 Metro Parkway,
'Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420.

lb

The Minnesota Trial Test Materials
Minnesota Department of Education
625 Capitol Square Building

-St. Paul, Minnesota 55101,

Developer of Minnesota Program.
Mr. Tom Ryerson -.Supervisor
Industrial "Education

4
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Coal Minicourse, National Science Foundation, Pre-'college Teacher
Development in Science Program the Geosciences Today, Purdue

* University, Department of Geosciences, West. Lafayette, Indiana
46907. Dr.. Gerald H. Krockover - Director of Program.

The Minnesota Trial Test Materials, Minnesota Department of Edu-
cation, 625 Capital Square Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
Mr. Tom Ryerson -.Director of Program.

/-
Energy

.
Management Strategies for Colorado Home Economics Teachers,

developed by the Colorado State Board of Community Colleges and
Occupational Education, by the Public Service Company of Colorado
and by Energy and Man's Environment of Portland, Oregon.

Energy Conservation: In the Home and On the Farm, developed by the
,Rennsylvania State University, College of Agriculture, Department
of Agriculture Education, University Park, Pennsylvania in coop-

.

eration with Agrikultural Education Section, Bureau of Vocational
--- Education, Department of Edu;ation, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and

The Pennsylvania Farm Electrification Council - 1980.

Energy - Environmental, Mini-Unit Guide,, product of the NSTA'
(National Science Teachers Associatlon; aterials Project, I.

John M. Fowler, Director. This material is available from:
U.S. Department of Energy, Technical Information Center, P.O.

1 Box 621 Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37R30.

Please Note: 'Refer to,"Reesdurcesusection in each lesson for
further reference information.

I
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PLEASE TELL US WHAT YOU THINK ABOUT THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL ENENY MATERIALS

Your position: teacher Your grade level:

(check) dept. head
administrator Subject(s) taught:

other

If possible, please answer these questions after you have taught unit lesson(s)

in your class and examined teacher's guide. If this is not possible, please

answer based on your personal inspection of the unit materials.

1. What project materials are you evaluating? (Check all that apply)

Unit I Unit VI

Unit II Unit VII

Unit III Unit VIII

Unit IV Unit IX

Unit V Teacher's Guide

2. What is the basis for this evaluation? (Check all that apply)

(1) teaching 4 or more (3) personal inspection

lessons (4)discussion with others who

(2) teaching 1 to 3 lessons know materials

3. Have you shared these units with other educators? (Check one)

(1) No (3) Yes, with 5-10 others

(2) Yes, with 1-4.others (4). Yes, with more than 10

Circle the number from 1 (Definitely No) to 7 (Definitely Yes) which best reflects

your answer.

DEFINITELY DEFINITELY

NO NEUTRAL YES

4. Are these materials easy to understand

and use?

1 2 3 4 5 . 6 7

5 Do these materials fit with the 1 2 3- ,4 5 6 7

/curriculum of your district?

6. Are you likely i make use of these 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

'materials in the future?

7. Are these materisals appropriate for the

level of your students?,

8. Are these materials interestiig to your

s eudents ?

1

1

2

2

3 4._

3 .4

5

a5

6

6

7

7

9. Is the reading level appropriate? ,
1 2 3 4 5 6 . 7

10: Do you think these materials will

reduce energy consumption?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

What did you likke best?

What did you like least9

.Suggestions/Comments (Uses the back as needed):

REIM 10: Energy Education.Curriculum Project, Division of:Cbrricukum, Department

of Public Instruction, Room 229, State House, Indianapolis;IN 46204.
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